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www.newline-interactive.com

THE INTERACTIVE ECOSYSTEM
FOR YOUR WORKPLACE
Newline introduces an all new interactive ecosystem
powered by an innovative set of digital tools. This
intelligent and flexible workspace helps you work
more efficient, faster and better. With Newline at the
heart of every workplace or classroom, meetings,
lessons, conference calls and collaboration sessions
are brought to a whole new level.

CONNECT. CREATE. COLLABORATE.

WHY NEWLINE?
We believe that truly successful and innovative products should be easy for anyone to use. Each
product Newline has introduced follows our principle of simplicity, making each interactive flat
panel user-friendly and completely non-proprietary.
Over the years, our goal hasn’t changed. We are dedicated to providing solutions for our
customers that save them time and help them be more successful. From our award-winning
interactive displays to our innovative whiteboarding software, our products combine cutting-edge
technology with a state-of-the-art user experience.

Founded to develop interactive solutions that are:
Easy for anyone to walk up and use.

If a solution isn’t easy to use, we won’t bring it to the market. All of our
products are designed with you in mind and it is the key to our success.

Completely Non-Proprietary

We work in your world. No matter what software or hardware you want to
use, our solutions give you the freedom to collaborate how you choose.

NEWLINE
INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS
SUPERIOR QUALITY FOR THE BEST EXPERIENCE
The driving power behind the Newline interactive ecosystem is a full range of
superior interactive displays. We have designed our interactive displays to suit
every workplace. From meeting room to classroom, from huddle space to office. All
executed with brilliant UHD picture quality and intuitive writing experience up to 98”
to amaze your audience. Find out which display best suits your needs.

Z5

IP Series
IP

OPTIMIZED FOR MODERN COLLABORATION

OPTIMIZED FOR ENTERPRISE SECURITY

Designed to unleash creativity and improve the way teams
collaborate, the Z5 transforms any workplace into a smart
meeting space. With an unmatched touch experience,
intuitive interface, and a modular 4K ePTZ camera design,
the Z5 helps your team get more done.
•
•
•
•

The latest wave in technology brings you more effective
collaboration with stronger network security. Connect your
team to the world without comprising sensitive information.
IP Series brings you better meetings in an all-in-one
package that delivers efficiency.

55” Ultra-High Definition (4K) display
Smart OS makes collaboration simple
Biometric fingerprint recognition
Designed for modern huddle spaces
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• Linux-based operating system
• Capactive touch with palm rejection
• Modular ePTZ camera design
• Optically-bonded Ultra-High Def (4K) display
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STREAMLINE YOUR SUCCESS

COLLABORATION WITH ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

Bring vivid innovations created with your team’s needs in
mind. Streamline your meetings by focusing on just the
tools you need to succeed with the NT Series, a non-touch
display that brings your presentations to life. Don’t pay more
for features that you won’t use.
•
•
•
•

Collaborate with anyone, anywhere in the world, with the
TRUTOUCH X Series Unified Collaboration system. With
built-in cameras and microphone array, use the Unified
Collaboration (UC) software of your choice to enhance any
meeting or huddle space.

Non-Touch 4K display
Embedded wireless casting from any device
Built-in file viewer with Cloud access
Controlled by remote or physical buttons on the display
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Non-Touch

• Built-in cameras and microphones for an all-in-one design
• On-board computer included with each display
• Be heard with noise cancellation and echo reduction
• Optical bonding technology gives a wider viewing angle
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VN Series
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CRISP. CLEAR. ACCURATE.

AN INTERACTIVE SOLUTION FOR YOUR CAMPUS

TRUTOUCH VN Series is designed for an intuitive user
experience that combines simplicity with elegance. Capture
your team’s attention on a display with an improved viewing
angle and best in class image quality with our unique
optical bonding technology.
•
•
•
•

Increase collaboration across the board with the hasslefree TRUTOUCH RS Series. Prepare your students for life
after academia by giving them the tools they will interact
with in modern businesses now. Bring interactivity to your
presentations that encourage more student engagement.

Optically bonded 4K display
Smooth and intuitive writing experience
Multiple I/O ports make connecting easy
Switch between pen tools with object recognition
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• Built-in file navigation system with cloud access
• Multiple themes for more seamless collaboration
• Customizable interface with time-saving shortcuts
• Object recognition helps you work faster
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NEWLINE
INTERACTIVE ECOSYSTEM
SOFTWARE TO TRANSFORM YOUR WORKPLACE
Newline Interactive offers several software solutions seamlessly integrated
into the full range of superior interactive displays. These intelligent tools help
you work better, smarter, and faster.

ACCESSORIES THAT MAKE WORK EASY
Support your ever-changing workspace with products that
support Newline’s innovative designs.

On-Board Computer (OPS)

TRUTOUCH Mobile Stand

WIRELESS SCREEN SHARING

REMOTE DISPLAY MANAGEMENT

PLUG AND PLAY

COLLABORATION WITH MOBILITY

Easily share your screen from any device.
Newline Cast is simple to use, with one click
you can present wirelessly from any network.
This tool provides two-way collaboration,
allowing you to control and annotate from the
Newline display or from your own device.

Centrally manage your Newline interactive
displays in any location through a secure
and dedicated web portal. Easily manage
and deploy apps, configure Newline display
settings, use the digital signage features or
broadcast messages to all displays.

Fill your display’s OPS slot with an on-board
computer powered by Intel that brings you all
the power of a desktop computer built right
into your display. Customize your OPS with
our selection of options to find the best fit for
your needs.

Take your TRUTOUCH interactive display
anywhere in your space with the TRUTOUCH
Mobile Stand. Unlike wall mounting, the
mobile stand leaves you free to place the
display anywhere in the room you like, or take
it from space to space.

Compatible with:

SERVICE, WARRANTY, & TRAINING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

Newline’s commitment to quality and your organization’s success extends past the initial purchase. We provide:

On-Demand Technical Support
Newline provides continuous U.S.
based technical phone support, email
support through our Helpdesk Ticket
System, and remote desktop support.
You will always have an answer at
your fingertips by using our online
support knowledgebase.
Be in control of finding the answer
to any question, any time, with our
completely comprehensive self-help
system.

Advanced Replacement Warranty

Training Geared for Ease of Use
One of the most important factors
in achieving success is having a
team that is knowledgeable and
comfortable with technology.
Newline provides quality instructional
training opportunities for all staff to
meet the needs of a growing and
changing workforce. The easier
our display is for your team to
use effectively, the more you can
succeed.
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FROM OUR CUSTOMERS....
“With the whiteboard feature, to be able to actually talk about ideas and
concepts, I feel like people are very visual, so if you can draw it out and
show it to them, it really settles in and helps them understand.”
Tom Eifler, Jr.

President, Eifler Advisory Group

“TRUTOUCH from Newline has significantly improved
communication with our clients. The more clear our
communication, the stronger relationships we build to grow our
business.”

AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS
A FEW OF THE GREAT
COMPANIES WE WORK WITH:
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Entrepreneur of the Year
Finalists

Infocomm 2015
Hot 50 Product

CBS Eye on Technology
Appearance

Best New Interactive
Flat Panel - ISE

Infocomm 2016
Best in Show

Entrepreneur of the Year
Finalists

Best Office Technology
Product Finalist

#1 Fast Tech
Company

AV Awards 2016
Finalist

Infocomm 2017
Best in Show

Entrepreneur of the Year
Finalists

AV Awards 2017
Finalist

Top 5 Fast Tech
Companies

#10 of the
Dallas 100

Ranked #149 in
2017 Inc. 500

AV Awards 2018
Finalist

Top 5 Fast Tech
Companies

Ranked #293 in
2018 Inc. 500

#6 of the
Dallas 100

Ranked #81 of the
Deloitte Fast 500

TCEA 2019
Best of Show

Intel IoT Solutions Alliance
Partner of the Year

Entrepreneur of the Year
Finalists

EdTech Awards Cool Tool
Awards Finalist

#377 Growjo Fastest
Growing Companies in TX

Jay Arbetter

Senior, Vice Principal, UBS Financial

“The 28 Newline touchscreens have been instrumental
in setting the immersive tone at the National Flight
Academy. Our students depend on these touchscreens as
they plan, brief and coordinate each of their missions.
During the 2017 Summer, over 1600 students used
these 28 Newline touchscreens and the National
Flight Academy has been extremely pleased with their
performance.”
John O’Hara
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Director of Technology, National Flight Academy
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Newline Interactive
101 E Park Blvd, Suite 807
Plano, TX 75074
1-888-233-0868
www.newline-interactive.com

